
     Empathic Respect (lyrics) 

 

Hook: 

 

Live n' let be 

Empathic peace 

Respect (4 times) 

 

Verse: 

 

How do we learn to better keep it movin through to healing 

Rules established different habits matters what we dealing  

Whatever it is, be aware respect with how we feeling 

Live n let live try to detach if it's reeling. 

 

Friends of many years can chill n grow n keep it close 

Give it space though don't forget a conflict that arose 

From social channeling that bothers keep it real with how it froze 

Your being Spirit needs the Love so be aware of how it goes 

 

Sleeper loop talkin' to the argument it bugs them 

They project the problem to an innocent the subject 

Keep it real has tried to process through with music projects 

Heartbeat we can live too, stop with every any nonsense 

 

Hearing people special we know nobody knows anything 

Liminal people tuck away safety 1st we be peacin' 

It's OK to say the drama needs a quarantining 

Center of attention listen to yourself no meanie 



 

Hook: 

 

Live n' let be 

Empathic peace 

Respect (4 times) 

 

Verse: 

 

Be aware the need for peace of me myself and company 

Heavy channeling is difficult we heal it properly 

Live n let live keep your necessary boundaries 

Respectfully we mutually Spiritually offering 

 

Some people think Humans sanctify the flesh  

Union/Air Space reveals the spirit truth we need to rest 

Beyond a person orient the spirit G.O.D. protect 

The love message not the drama So we motivate the next 

 

What to say to people simplee that you're the one 

That needs to balance social energy the boundaries begun to keep the/ 

peace n not offend from choosing testimony fun 

You're everything to pray we know that grace is truly next to none 

 

Caregiver lighten up G.O. relativities 

Empathic Codependant tries to bridge the different sees 

At a meeting don't overcompensate for energies 

Have to recover from it takes a week to heal internally 

 



Hook: 

 

Live n' let be 

Empathic peace 

Respect (4 times) 

 

Outro: 

 

Peace. Praying for Senior dignity. Giving thanks to anyone who has cared for a Loved One. “Crowning 

achievement”. Praying for compounded channeling over the years - strong together. Love from and 

peace to our bookkeeping and scheduling department. To bowser psychology awareness. 

"Atmosphere is threatening" sometimes so we need peace. 

We need leaders who speak to our hopes not our fears. Peace to "do your schools". "Don't worry". Stay 

motivated. "Genki rest". Peace to "String bean". We chose to bring peace through art to the "Run Game" 

as opposed to negativity. If Men and Women were angels we wouldn't need government. Peace 


